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What does it take to get to the top? If you are Mathews,® it’s inspiration, a history

Mathews® is a proud supporter of
The National Archery in the Schools Program!

Over300,000 students taught nationwide in 2004!
Circle 1 on Response Card
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ry of innovation and an unwavering dedication to making the world’s best bows!

New “Double Damper” Roller Guard

for even more vibration-cancelling performance

Best-ever combination of
speed and smooth-shooting!
New StraightLine
Cobra Cam

318 fps!

TM

IBO (approx.)

Archery is back in schools, thanks to the
National Archery in the Schools Program.
By the end of 2004, 20 states will have
launched pilot programs! NASP isn’t just
about archery. It’s about kids. Archery teaches
kids responsibility, discipline and respect.

with dual perimeter
weights (fast like LX,
smooth like OUTBACK)

It gets kids off the sofa and out-of-doors.
It appeals to students who are not the fastest,
strongest or most athletic. It even improves
school attendance! Do your part. Help get
archery into a school near you. For more
information, visit nasparchery.com
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10 Hunting For Growth,
In The Archery Market

Shown with his son and hunting buddy Ian, Ben Pearson
Archery President Ed McPherson is confident about the future
of that brand and the one that bears his family name. He has
more ideas for building sales than we could fit in one article,
from 345 fps speed bows to classic longbows to models no tough
bowhunter would
touch, because
they’ll be designed
strictly for women.
At left, Hurricane
Ivan snapped trees
off across the road
from the plant, but
spared the lowlying buildings
where Pearson and
McPherson bows
are built in
Brewton, Alabama.
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From The Publisher
Introducing two new short columns we’ll bring to you each issue.
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Product Showcase
You’ll find much more product information in our show directory.

18

Industry News

26

Business Basics-Developing
A Broadhead Display
What retailer wouldn’t like to boost
sales of high-margin broadheads?
John Kasun can show you how, by
building a display to safely show off
fully assembled models.
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Business Break-Battling Bad Checks
Here’s how to help your staff avoid taking bad checks in the first
place, and what to do when your business gets saddled with one.
By Attorney David Paul Williams.

34

Dear ArrowTrade-Letters
We goofed, and we’re big enough to admit it.

35

BowTech Expands
With Acquisition Of
Diamond Archery
Our review of the 2005 bow lines starts with
Diamond Archery, now part of the product
line from BowTech of Oregon.

37

Martin’s New ShadowCat
Bow tester Jon Silks puts Martin’s new
ShadowCat through its paces, and finds
performance and quality that equal the best in the business.

44

Quality T’s – That Speak
For Themselves.
This
This season,
season, shake-up
shake-up your
your
customer’s
customer’s wardrobe
wardrobe while
while also
also
improving
improving your
your bottom
bottom line
line
by
by offering
offering Buck
Buck Wear’s
Wear’s
one-of-a-kind,
one-of-a-kind, T’s
T’s with
with attitude
attitude —
—
designed
designed for
for die-hard
die-hard hunters.
hunters.

W!
NEDominate-Bow

Hot Trends In Traditional Archery
From brass inserts to wood-grained carbon arrows, here’s what
Dale Karch & Todd Smith see as 2005’s best sellers in the
traditional side of the archery market.

51-62 Doinker Stabilizer Advertising Insert
63

W! Hunting
NERed-Deer

ArrowTrade’s 2005 Show Directory
Our third annual directory to the trade show lists bowhunting
equipment exhibitors at the Archery Trade Show, SHOT SHOW
and Kinsey’s Dealer Show. A record response from the industry
means this free directory packs in more new product and program
information than ever before.

78

Product Directory
Index to ads and product info

109

Product Focus:
Go-Fast Duravanes

!
NEW
Confucious Deer

They’re in the 3-D Duravanes
product line, but these new
4” models (left in photo at
right) are aimed directly at
bowhunters.

112

Dealer Workbench
Larry Wise helps you set
up crossbow customers.

120

Get Prepped For
Show Time
Sales representatives and
distributors provide advice
to retailers on how to make
money by buying smart at
trade shows. By Tim Dehn

SPECIAL
DEALER RACK
PROGRAM

Rack
Rack up
up bigger
bigger sales
sales
with
with our
our flexible
flexible wallwallmount,
mount, end
end cap
cap or
or
floor
floor displays
displays —
— then
then
watch
watch the
the big
big bucks
bucks
come
come rollin’
rollin’ in.
in.

ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-813-7708
www.buckwear.com

Circle 132 on Response Card
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We’re Going Deeper,
& We’re Going Shorter
rrowTrade is introducing two new columns this issue.
Business Break was the brain-child of John Kasun, who
thought the magazine could benefit from some shorter
articles readers could digest on break, or between customers
even on busy days. The irony in this is that when John set out to
write the first column for us, it grew past the word limit he and
I had envisioned. That’s why you’ll find his ideas about building
broadhead displays treated at feature length in this issue. A
business writer who is also a practicing attorney in Washington
State authored this issue’s Business Break, on how to handle bad
checks. David Paul Williams will be back writing in our March
issue, about how to safeguard your business against liability
suits your employees could attract when they’re behind the
wheel on company business.
Kasun also deserves the credit for suggesting the second
new column, a Product Focus that could zero in on the design
and details of a single new or noteworthy product. Since
Norway Industries had just sent ArrowTrade samples of a faster
new vane, and since I’m knowledgeable about plastic extrusion, we chose that for the column that begins on page 109.
If you have a product that deserves a closer look from our
more than 11,000 readers, drop me a line at the address to the
left. We’d also like to hear from readers who have ideas for
Business Break topics in future issues.
See you at the shows!
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